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ABSTRACT. In this paper we examine resistance of electronic auctions pro-
tocols to kleptographic attacks. It turns out that these protocols are vulnerable
to threats posed by kleptography and practical consequences might be profound.
A party controlling production of software or hardware used in an auction may
get access to complete data on user's decisions and construct his pro�le through
passive observation only. At the same time, no other party can retrieve such data
(even after reverse engineering the devices).

On technical side we show that an adversary using kleptography might deploy
a single elliptic curve over a prime �eld to RSA key generation. This approach
gives a shorter key than in the case of a twisted pair of elliptic curves over a binary
�eld. This improves the attacks presented by Young and Yung. We also show that
in case of tamper resistant devices the goals of kleptography might be achieved
without public key algorithms, but through usage of hash functions.

1. Introduction

Electronic auctions fall into two main categories: In a sealed bid auction bid-
ders simultaneously submit their bids so that the bids remain hidden until the
bidding period is closed. In an open auction the bids are known to all bidders
yet in the bidding period. For a more detailed taxonomy we refer the reader to
the Appendix, and for a variety of schemes to the websites [14], [27].

There are many security requirements for auction protocols (cf. [3], [29]),
we focus our attention on non-pro�lability and secrecy of sealed bids. Creat-
ing a pro�le of a bidder based on previous auctions could help to predict the
bidder's decisions, thus good protocols require non-pro�lability [26]. Mind that
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non-pro�lability is a stronger requirement than anonymity, since the real name
is unnecessary to create a pro�le, the same pseudonym in several open auctions
and ability to link bidders with their bids is enough.

Secrecy of sealed bids is crucial for example in procurement schemes.
In this paper we examine resistance of electronic auctions protocols to klep-

tographic attacks. It turns out that these protocols are vulnerable to threats
posed by kleptography and practical consequences might be profound. A party
controlling production of software or hardware used in an auction may get access
to complete data on user's decisions and construct his pro�le through passive
observation only. At the same time, no other party can retrieve such data (even
after reverse engineering the devices).

Kleptography was introduced in 1996 by Y o u n g and Y u n g [33], [34] (for
more recent results see [35], [36] and references given there). It is a technique
of embedding a trapdoor in a black box cryptosystem by the cryptosystem's
manufacturer. The system works exactly according to its speci�cation, but nev-
ertheless it leaks private keys of the users. This covert channel is encrypted with
a manufacturer's public key, hence even if later the implementation is reversely
engineered and the trapdoor is revealed, the covert channel still remains inacces-
sible to others. Mind that thorough reverse engineering of hardware or software
might be very costly, hence it is performed in very exceptional cases.

Recently, it has been pointed out that most e-voting protocols are vulnerable
to kleptographic attacks [10], despite that these protocols should be particularly
trustworthy. This is due to the fact that the electronic voting protocols do not
incorporate any mechanism verifying pseudorandomness on the protocol level.

In this paper we show that for several e-auction protocols the situation is not
any better. So attacks of this kind can be exploited against already deployed
electronic procurement systems. The attacks presented in subsequent sections
fall into two main categories:

1. Attacks well suited to software implementations: the device/software does
not contain any individual secret shared with its manufacturer (also re-
ferred as Mallet), but only requiring access to Mallet's public key (for ex-
ample discrete log related key (yM , g, p) for a prime �eld, or elliptic curve
one). The key might depend on the public key of the auction house, by
sharing the same g, p, or if the attacker is able to eavesdrop regularly the
communication line between the device and an auction house, it might be
independent.

2. Hardware oriented attacks, requiring some unique secret key K, shared by
the device and its manufacturer (like unique ID in attacks from [35], [36]).
K is used to hide the attack by making statistical analysis of data on de-
vice's output intractable, but simultaneously helps Mallet to identify the
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device. Moreover, key K evolves in the way that even after reverse engi-
neering the device the past leakage remains unavailable to other parties.

1.1. Notation
In the paper we will use the symbols R, H, H̃ to denote: some cryptographi-

cally secure pseudorandom bit generator (cf. [16], Def. 5.8) and two distinct col-
lision resistant hash functions (cf. [16], Subsect. 9.2.2). Note that R is a deter-
ministic one-way function.

In the subsequent sections elliptic curves are deployed extensively. This is
due to compact representation of Di�e-Hellman key exchange. We shall use
a method described in [18] and exploited also in [37]. We start with a more
general setting. Let Ea,b denote an elliptic curve de�ned over a binary �eld F2` ,
given by equation

y2 + xy = x3 + ax2 + b. (1)
For any Ea,b there are points Pa,1, Pa,2 ∈ Ea,b such that

Ea,b = 〈Pa,1〉 × 〈Pa,2〉 and ordPa,2| ordPa,1.

If ordPa,1 has a single large prime factor qa such that q2
a 6 | ord Pa,1, then some

point Ga of order qa can be determined, as well as some P ′a,1 such that

〈Pa,1〉 = 〈Ga〉 × 〈P ′a,1〉.
From now on we assume that both ordP ′a,1, ordPa,2 are small. Under these
assumptions Algorithm 2 from [17], which �nds points Pa,1, Pa,2, is fast (it must
factorize #Ea,b, the number of points of Ea,b).

The output produced by a corrupted device/software should have no statis-
tically distinctive features, indicating that the attack has been implemented. In
order to achieve this Mallet will use a pair of twisted curves E0,b, E1,b over F2` ,
where ` is prime (in [18], ` = 163). Clearly, point

(
0,
√

b
)
belongs to both curves.

At the same time, for each nonzero x there are two di�erent points ((x, y) and
(x, x + y) = −(x, y)) on exactly one of the curves E0,b, E1,b: from (1) we get

(y

x

)2

+
y

x
= x + a +

b

x2
,

and applying the trace function TrF2` /F2() to both sides of the last equality we
get

0 = TrF2` /F2

(
x + a +

b

x2

)
, i.e., TrF2` /F2(a) = TrF2` /F2

(
x +

b

x2

)
,

so the right hand side of the last equation indicates the right curve Ea,b for
a ∈ {0, 1}. To sum up, each x ∈ F2` occurs twice in E0,b∪E1,b. On the other hand,
apart from points (x, y) satisfying (1) there is also a point Oa,b ∈ Ea,b, called
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�point at in�nity�, which is the neutral element of the group Ea,b . Consequently,
the number 2 · 2` corresponds to the number of points in the set(

E0,b \ {O0,b}
) ∪ (

E1,b \ {O1,b}
)
.

Let [k]B stand for point B multiplied by scalar k. Thus after setting E0,b,
E1,b and points G0, P ′0,1, P0,2, G1, P ′1,1, P1,2, any point Qa ∈ Ea,b, for a ∈ {0, 1},
might be expressed as

Qa := [u]Ga + [v1]P ′a,1 + [v2]Pa,2 (2)
for 0 ≤ u < ord Ga, 0 ≤ v1 < ordP ′a,1, 0 ≤ v2 < ordPa,2. Note that according
to the choice of Ea,b described above, ordPa,2| ordP ′a,1.

The contaminated device/software will secretly send the x-coordinate x(Qa)
of some point Qa. Having received a nonzero x(Qa), Mallet may determine
a ∈ {0, 1} (a = TrF2` /F2

(
x(Qa) + b · (x(Qa))−2

)
for odd ` and a ∈ {0, 1}).

Then he may calculate any of the two y-coordinates for x(Qa). Next he mul-
tiplies the resulting point ±Qa by a scalar k such that k = 1 mod ord Ga and
k = 0 mod ord P ′a,1 (note that such k = 0 mod ord Pa,2). The outcome is one of
the points ±[u]Ga. If Mallet has received x(Qa) = 0, then he knows that this is
the x-coordinate of the point Qa =

(
0,
√

b
)
of both curves, and that the order

of Qa is equal to 2 (this is because
(
0,
√

b
)

= −(
0,
√

b
)
). Hence u in [u]Ga must

be equal to 0.
Following [18], Mallet chooses curves E0,b, E1,b with orders 4q0, 2q1, respec-

tively, where q0 and q1 are primes (so the conditions imposed are quite sharp).
Consequently,

|E0,b \ {O0,b}| = 4q0 − 1,

|E1,b \ {O1,b}| = 2q1 − 1.

The point of order 2 on E1,b is obviously the point P ′1,1 =
(
0,
√

b
)
. Point

P ′0,1 =
(

4
√

b,
√

b
)
is a point of order 4 on E0,b. It follows that points Pa,2 dis-

appear from (2). Next, Mallet �nds points G0, G1 such that Ga ∈ Ea,b and
ordGa = qa for a = 0, 1. To �nalize his public key generation Mallet chooses
xa ∈ {2, . . . , qa − 1} uniformly at random and assigns Ya = [xa]Ga for a = 0, 1.
Finally, a description of F2` , value b, and (G0, G1, Y0, Y1) or their x-coordinates,
stand for his public key (refer to [24], [13] for binary elliptic curve's point com-
pression methods).

To encode a message, the contaminated software sets a = 0 with probability
4q0−1
2`+1 , and a = 1 with probability 2q1−1

2`+1 (neutral elements Oa,b will not be gener-
ated, and as we could see above |E0,b\{O0,b}|+|E1,b\{O1,b}| = 2`+1). Then it se-
lects u ∈ {0, 1, . . . , qa − 1} uniformly at random, calculates [u]Ga, [u]Ya, chooses
v ∈ {0, . . . , 22−a − 1} uniformly at random and assigns

Qa := [u]Ga + [v]P ′a,1. (3)
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If u = v = 0, the selection is repeated from the beginning. The crucial point
is that this procedure ensures uniform distribution of values x(Qa) in the set
{0, . . . , 2`− 1}. The 163 bits of the x-coordinate x(Qa) will be transmitted, and
R(

H(x([u]Ya))
)
will be used by the device as a source of random data.

To decode the secret, Mallet �rstly gathers the bits of x(Qa), and then re-
constructs ±[u]Ga. Using his private key xa he determines ±[u]Ya, and since the
x-coordinate is independent of the sign of the point, he obtains x

(
[u]Ya

)
.

Note that the above encoding is suitable for software implementations as well,
since device speci�c data (like ID or a key K) were not exploited.

Except the symbols introduced above, we follow the original notation from
the protocols attacked.

2. Harkavy, Tygar and Kikuchi's scheme

The well known paper [11] describes a sealed bid auction protocol that uses
secure distributed computations and preserves privacy of submitted bids. In this
section we describe two kleptographic attacks aimed to break secrecy of sealed
bids.

Let us brie�y summarize the scheme from [11]. Let p be a su�ciently large
prime (64 to 128 bit long), let A1, . . . , Am denote the auctioneers and B1, . . . , Bn

denote the bidders. Let bj be a bid of the bidder Bj . According to [11] the
value of each bid bj is bounded by some V , i.e., bj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , V − 1}. The
bids are represented in some �xed base c, that is bj = bj1 . . . bjd, for digits
bjk ∈ {0, 1, . . . , c−1} and d = blogc(V −1)c+1. Each digit bjk is encoded by an
ordered set of (c− 1) random polynomials sjk` ∈ Fp[X] of �xed degree t, where
` ∈ {1, 2 . . . , c− 1}. Let

sjk`(X) =
t∑

ξ=0

a
(jk`)
ξ Xξ, (4)

and let z ∈ {0, . . . , c − 1} be the value of digit bjk. Then the �rst z polynomi-
als sjk` are chosen so that a

(jk`)
0 is chosen uniformly at random in {1, . . . , p−1},

and for the remaining (c − 1) − z polynomials we have a
(jk`)
0 = 0. Let αi = ωi,

where ω ∈ Fp is a primitive mth root of unity. Then the sequence
Mij := sj11(αi), . . . , sjk`(αi), . . . , sjd(c−1)(αi)

of d · (c − 1) values of d · (c − 1) polynomials sjk`, where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d},
` ∈ {1, 2 . . . , c− 1}, is a share for auctioneer Ai. The submission has the form

Bj → Ai : EAi [Mi,j ], DBj

[
h(Mij)

]
, (5)

where public key encryption E and signature scheme D are unspeci�ed in [11].
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The �rst attack. Since deg sjk` is bounded by t, we have t + 1 degrees of
freedom in choosing polynomial sjk` with a nonzero free coe�cient (probability
that a

(jk`)
0 = 0 is 1

p , hence it is negligible for a random polynomial). Assume that
manufacturer Mallet can eavesdrop some t + 1 communication lines Bj → Ai

from bidder Bj . Since bidder's signature is given in (5) and Bj gets a receipt
after submitting a bid, Mallet will know both i and j (if Bj would be mobile and
his submission would be anonymous, the attack described subsequently might
be applied). The choice of t + 1 indexes {i1, i2, . . . , it+1} of communication lines
was done arbitrarily by the manufacturer during the device's preparation. The
number of eavesdropped lines might be chosen smaller, then at the expense
of kleptographic channel's capacity the demand on listening watch would be
smaller, too.

The device will transmit the value x(Qa) from (3), while x
(
[u]Ya

)
for u, a cho-

sen by the contaminated device/software shall serve as a seed for pseudorandom
number generator R.

Below, in (8) we need a deterministic scheme. If both E and D from (5) are
probabilistic schemes, then the �rst output value of R is always taken for E,
making it deterministic for Mallet. Next, if exactly one of the schemes is deter-
ministic, then it will be used in (8) � it might be D instead of E, and the other
scheme might be a source of an additional leakage. Below we assume that both
schemes are deterministic.

A leak can be made by determining the polynomials sjk`, or more exactly,
by appropriate tuning their values at points αi. Namely, from R the malicious
device takes their consecutive nonzero coe�cients a

(jk`)
ξ for consecutive polyno-

mials sjk`. The only exception is the �rst polynomial of the polynomials encoding
the �rst nonzero digit bjk′ in the bid bj (bjk′ ≥ 1, hence a

(jk′1)
0 6= 0 in the poly-

nomial sjk′1). For sjk′1, the output of R is used to set consecutive values in the
vector [

sjk′1(αi1), sjk′1(αi2), . . . , sjk′1(αit+1)
]

(6)
and not the coe�cients from formula (4)! The values chosen can be used to
construct a polynomial. Indeed, ω is a primitive mth root of unity, so αi are all
distinct, and any square submatrix of the corresponding Vandermonde matrix
is invertible. Consequently, if we compose a system of linear equations based
on substituting X by αi1 , . . . , αit+1 in (4), and take the right hand side values
from (6), then we get a unique solution for

[
a
(jk′1)
t , a

(jk′1)
t−1 , . . . , a

(jk′1)
0

]
, (7)

where a
(jk′1)
0 6= 0 with probability 1− 1

p . Then for i 6∈ {i1, i2, . . . , it+1} the values
sjk′1(αi) are set by (7). Note that each coordinate of (6) appears in a di�erent
Mi′j for i′ ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , it+1}, i.e., in bid submission (5) to a di�erent auctioneer.
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At each consecutive auction, in t+1 submissions (5) the device will send a par-
cel of say 4(t+1) consecutive bits of the value x(Qa) introduced in Subsection 1.1.
So the whole number will be sent in d `

4(t+1)e auctions.
In order to encode the parcel, the device will separately increment each of the

coordinates of (6) until the following conditions are satis�ed: the vector[(
EAi1

[Mi1,j ]
)

mod 24, . . . ,
(
EAit+1

[Mit+1,j ]
)

mod 24
]

(8)

agrees with bits of the parcel, and a
(jk′1)
0 6= 0. This tuning will take (t + 1) · 24

trials on average.
After receiving the whole value x(Qa) Mallet determines appropriate x

(
[u]Ya

)
in a way described in Section 1. Then having the seed and one ciphertext
EAi′ [Mi′,j ], he is able to �nd the proper bid value bj in a number of trials
proportional to bj · 24: for a candidate for bj he performs 24 · T trials, where T
is some constant, and if all of them fail, i.e., the resulting ciphertexts are all
di�erent than the captured one, he takes the next bj . The constant T is chosen
according to Chebyshev's Inequality. Obviously, the attacker can also check bj

against other
EAi′′ [Mi′′,j ] for i′′ ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , it+1} \ {i′}.

As we can see, the scheme E used in (8) must be deterministic for Mallet.
After transferring x(Qa), the device performs a deterministic update of the

seed. From the output of R(
H̃(x([u]Ya))

)
, it deterministically obtains a pair of

numbers (u′, S), where
u′ ∈ {0, . . . , (ord G0 · ordG1)− 1}, S ∈ {0, . . . , 2`+1 − 1},

and this pseudorandom numbers generator gives uniform probability distribu-
tions for both u′ and S. Next, the device substitutes a′ := 0 if S < 4q0 − 1 and
a′ := 1 otherwise. Then it changes the seed to x

(
[u′]Ya′

)
and calculates the cor-

responding value x(Qa′) to be transferred now. Having received x(Qa), Mallet
might also perform this and each of the subsequent deterministic updates.

Note however that if the scheme E used in (8) is time consuming, the tuning
performed in (8) might cause large variations of execution time of the corrupted
bidder's application. Thus the backdoor should be carefully implemented.
The second attack. Mallet will eavesdrop the channels from a bidder to auc-
tioneers only occasionally. Additionally, suppose that the bidder is mobile and
uneasy to track. Hence the following requirements need to be ful�lled: the bid-
der's device should be identi�able by its output, the past leak of bids values
will remain unavailable to others even after reverse engineering, and the device
must not be tamper-evident, since a bidder will not certainly use a tampered
device. Accordingly, we assume that the device contains a unique key K, say a
128 bit random number known only to Mallet. Then for each new submission,
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as a source of random data it uses R(
H(K)

)
instead of R(

H([u]Ya)
)
mentioned

above. To allow Mallet to identify the device by pointing K the coordinates (6)
are incremented until

H
(
EAi′

[
Mi′,j

] ∣∣∣∣ K
)

mod 24 = 0 (9)

for all i′ ∈ {i1, i2, . . . , it+1}, where || denotes concatenation. This gives 4(t + 1)
bits of identi�cation of K for a single bid. The key K shall be changed im-
mediately after transferring the bid, K := H̃(K). This guarantees that after
reverse engineering the device all transferred bid values remain hidden. Such
a substitution requires non-volatile rewritable memory in the device like in [35].

Obviously, starting with the initial values for K stored in a database, the
manufacturer Mallet performs the same substitutions to all those K, and after
some time �nds the right key by checking (9) for all EAi′ [Mi′,j ] from the captured
bid. Having found K he proceeds like in the previous attack.

Both presented attacks work also for the schemes from [19], [12]. In these
protocols a bidder chooses fresh large random number x̃ for each bit from her
bid and sends a ciphertext of x̃ to the auctioneer (which is a front-end server). In
these schemes number x̃ is a key allowing the auctioneer to decrypt one of two
ciphertexts sent by a back-end server in 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer protocol.
Since each bid has at least a few bits, the situation is similar to the one in (8).

3. Omote and Miyaji's scheme

One-time registration (preceding participating in a series of English auctions)
is a tempting idea, as it saves expenses and allows to split Registration Man-
ager (RM) and Auction Manager (AM) entities. Such a scheme is presented in
papers [21], [22] by K . Om o t e and A . M i y a j i .

During initialization phase RM chooses and �xes some g ∈ F∗p having large
prime order. Each bidder Bi picks up her private key xi, and submits to RM the
corresponding public key yi = gxi , which shall be published on RM's bulletin
board. AM has its own key pair, YAM = gρ, where YAM is published.
Kleptographic attack on AM. Each successive auction has its own initial-
ization phase. In scheme [21] during the auction setup fresh random numbers ri

for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , I} are generated, one for each bidder Bi. Then pairs (gri, yri
i )

are calculated and published on AM's bulletin board.
Assume that device or software used by AM has been contaminated with

a kleptocode. As in the previous section, let (G0, G1, Y0, Y1) be points of twisted
elliptic curves being Mallet's public key.

Suppose that the contaminated software takes H
(
x([u]Ya)

)
as a seed for the

pseudorandom number generator R that produces the sequence of exponents rα
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for a given auction. Assume that `-bit number x(Qa) is represented in a b-radix
system for minimal b such that the b-ary length `b = blogb(2` − 1)c + 1 of the
maximal `-bit number is not greater than I. Let us consider the case of b not
being the power of 2. By ˜̀

b denote the binary length blog2(b`b − 1)c + 1 of
the maximal b-radix `b digit number. Accordingly, the device extends the string
x(Qa) with ( ˜̀

b−1)−` random bits. Since strings x(Qa) are uniformly distributed
in {0, . . . , 2` − 1}, this procedure gives strings x̃(Qa) uniformly distributed in
{0, . . . , 2 ˜̀

b−1−1}. To obtain the uniform distribution in {0, . . . , b`b−1}, a variant
from [36] of the Probabilistic Bias Removal Method (PBRM) introduced in [34],
is used. Assumptions of the method are ful�lled:

b`b

2
< 2 ˜̀

b−1 < b`b .

PBRM randomly discards some of the x̃(Qa), but the resulting additional e�ort
is negligible. For b being a power of two the PBRM is not necessary.

Let Ib be some number greater than I and let (grα)Ib
α=1 be a sequence with

exponents generated from R(
H(x([u]Ya))

)
. The number Ib ≈ I · b · ln c is deter-

mined by the probability that in the sequence of b · ln c random numbers there
would be no element in a row giving modulo b a �xed value. Easy calculations
show that this probability is less than 1

c .
Then the software sorts elements grα and chooses some of them so that the ith

value grα on the list of chosen elements has the property that grα mod b is equal
to the ith b-radix digit of x̃(Qa).

For each rα chosen the device also produces a value yrα
j for some bidder j,

according to the protocol.
As a result Mallet can take the sequence of pairs (gri, yri

i ) from AM's bulletin
board, sort them according to the �rst coordinate, and after some calculations
to undo the PBRM he reads x(Qa). Then, on the basis on his private key, Mallet
can �nd the right x

(
[u]Ya

)
and therefore he can get the whole sequence of initial

exponents used by the device. Now he might link yri
i from the bulletin board

with yi. Thus in consecutive auctions Mallet will be able to make pro�les about
all registered bidders.

Note that the device has taken Ib > I, since during computing (grα)Ib
α=1 the

order of I �nal entries is unknown. The situation is much easier, when the order
is predetermined. This happens for the auction scheme from [4], where each bid-
der publishes a sequence of ElGamal ciphertexts (µyr, gr). Then the exponents r
might be generated from R(

x([u]Ya)
)
and appropriately incremented, i.e., tech-

niques from the �rst attack in Section 2 could be applied.
In the second scheme by Om o t e and M i y a j i [22] the situation is com-

pletely di�erent from the one in [21]. Each yi, as well as g, is raised to the same
exponent r · s: �rst these numbers are raised to power r by RM, then the results
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are raised to power s by AM. Such a procedure prevents the attack described
above.
Kleptographic attack on bidder(s). The attack below works for both [21],
and [22] (in the latter case exponent rs instead of ri would be used). In an
auction, the bidder Bi uses gri and yri

i provided by AM. To make a bid mi,
the bidder Bi must show a signature of knowledge of his/her secret exponent xi

(see [5]). The signature is a pair (c, s) such that:
c = h

(
mi||yri

i ||gri ||(gri)s · (yri
i )c

)
, (10)

where h is a hash function. To determine (c, s), a bidder, which knows xi such
that yi = gxi, chooses at random some R and sets:{

c = h
(
mi||yri

i ||gri ||(gri)R
)
,

s = R− cxi.
(11)

According to the protocol �anybody can check the validity� of the signature, using
equality (10). Since the signature is publicly veri�able, anyone might obtain

(gri)R = (gri)s · (yri
i )c.

Assume, like in the second attack in Section 2, that bidder's device contains
some unique key K set by the manufacturer. Let the exponent R be obtained
from R(

H(K)
)
, and after making the bid let the key is immediately changed by

substituting
K := H̃(K) for H̃ 6= H.

Consequently, having a database of initial values of keys K manufacturer
Mallet might perform a series of substitutions K := H̃(K) on these keys. After
some time he will �nd the key yielding exponent R for (gri)R. Then, having c, s
from bidder's signature, Mallet would get secret exponent xi from the second
equation in (11).

Note that in the above attack the device might transmit some additional
message to Mallet. Let ∆ ∈ {0, . . . , 2k − 1}, for �xed k ∈ {10, . . . , 20}, be such
a message to be transferred in a single bid. Note that all bids of a given bidder
have the same gri within a single auction. Hence for each bidder whose private
key is not known yet, Mallet prepares an array of entries

(
(gri)α, α

)
, α = 1, . . . , 2k − 1,

and sorts it according to the �rst coordinate. Let a contaminated device substi-
tute

R := R(
H(K)

)
+ ∆ mod ord g.

Then Mallet, instead of checking whether (gri)R from signature's of knowledge
veri�cation is equal to (gri)R′, where

R′ = R(
H(K)

)
mod ord g
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for some K delivered from his database, checks whether

(gri)R · ((gri)R′)−1 mod p

is in the array. If yes, then he gets ∆ being the second coordinate of this entry.
Having correspondence between the private key of the bidder and the initial
key K of the bidder's device, Mallet �nds the next messages much faster. This
procedure works, since observed (gri)R are extremely sparsely distributed in 〈g〉.

4. Continuous double auctions

An auction protocol [32] and its improved version from [30], both propose
auction schemes suitable for so called Continuous Double Action (cf. Appen-
dix). In the schemes, participants are bidders (called traders in [32]) and two
authorities: one for registration and one for leading auctions.

In [32] the registration phase is interesting from a kleptographic point of view.
Each trader T generates his pair of temporary signing keys (TST , TPT ), and
submits the public key TPT to the Registration Manager. These keys are used in
the bidding's process. The signature scheme used by traders is unspeci�ed in the
protocol. If it is probabilistic, information might leak kleptographically through
signatures (cf. [35]). If RSA scheme is used, then an attack against generation
of RSA modulus n might be applied. A recent kleptographic attack [37] exploits
a pair of twisted elliptic curves over a binary �eld. It reveals to Mallet about
log2 n

4 most signi�cant bits of one of the prime components, hence it su�ces for
Mallet to use Coppersmith's algorithm (cf. [6], [7]) to e�ectively factor n.

To minimize the size of Mallet's �public� keys stored in a device we shall
modify the solution from [37], and use a single elliptic curve Ea,b(Fp)

y2 = x3 + ax + b (12)
de�ned over large prime �eld Fp. Let G ∈ Ea,b(Fp) be a base point of a large
prime order. It has been proved (see [15]) that for prime �elds the x-coordinates
of points from the group 〈G〉 are uniformly distributed in the set {0, 1, . . . , p− 1}.

From Hasse Theorem we know that
(√

p− 1
)2

< #Ea,b(Fp) <
(√

p + 1
)2

.

According to Conjecture A from [9], in Hasse interval there is a fraction of
≈ c

ln p curves having prime order, where c is a constant lying between about 0.44
and 0.62. Hence it is quite easy to generate such an elliptic curve, or simply take
one from the NIST list [20]. Let

Y = [s]G for s ∈U {2, 3, . . . , ordG− 1},
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where ∈U stands for a choice with uniform probability distribution. From Hasse
Theorem and from Ea,b(Fp) choice of prime order we get p

ordG ≈ 1.
Mallet's public key is then composed of p, Ea,b (NIST curves have very

short a), and x-coordinates of the points G, Y (for any P ∈ Ea,b the same
x-coordinate has only the point −P ). The key is stored in user's device. The
device will calculate

Q = [u]G for u ∈U {1, . . . , ordG− 1}
and shall use x

(
[u]Y

)
as a private value spriv for RSA modulus generation

(see [37]). Number x(Q) will be transferred (since p
ordG ≈ 1, it takes one of

about p
2 possible values).

Note that after opening another contaminated device with the same Mallet's
public key (in particular, with the same equation (12), one can determine that the
value x(Q) transferred gives a quadratic residue on the right hand side of (12). It
means that the value is the x-coordinate of some point of that elliptic curve. This
property is strongly undesirable from the kleptographic point of view, therefore
Mallet will �camou�age� the transfer.

Let
spubl := x(Q) +

[
H(x([u]Y )) mod ∆

]
mod p

for some �xed ∆ (say ∆ = 216). Recall that x(Q) are uniformly distributed,
and note that values

[
H(x([u]Y )) mod ∆

]
should appear random, uncorrelated

with x(Q) (unlike for example [−x(Q) mod ∆] are correlated with x(Q)). Thus
Mallet might expect that spubl are uniformly distributed in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}.
Moreover, due to pseudorandom jump � +

[
H(x([u]Y )) mod ∆

]
� spubl can be a

quadratic nonresidue. Clearly, ∆ of a moderate size is necessary: for every spubl

the distance between spubl and the �greatest� quadratic residue not �greater� than
spubl would be smaller than ∆, whereas with probability very close to 2−(∆−1)

should equal at least ∆ (cf. [23], p is large). For small ∆ this deviation would be
statistically noticeable.

Now it remains to hide the property �spubl < p�. Like in Section 3 the PBRM
shall be used. Although this method randomly discards some of the spubl, the
value spubl is set outside the main loop of the attack [37], so the additional com-
putations are easy. Then such value spubl might be used instead of concatenation
of x(Qa) with one bit of y(Qa) exploited in [37].

To decode the secret, at �rst Mallet undoes the PBRM from spubl. Then for
all X from {spubl − (∆ − 1), . . . , spubl} giving quadratic residues on the right
hand side of (12) checks the condition f(X) = spubl, where

f(X) = X +
[
H

(
x([s]PX)

)
mod ∆

]
mod p

and PX is a point with the x-coordinate equal to X. Since f is a pseudorandom
function and spubl is set, we suppose that even for ∆ = 216 there are only a few
candidates X for x(Q), say δ candidates. For each one Mallet retrieves spubl and
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repeats the factoring procedure from [37], thus his average computational e�ort
grows only by a factor of δ, but key-size in the device has decreased.

Auction scheme presented in [30] is based on the idea similar to [32], but the
protocol is in fact designed from scratch. Group signatures from [1] are used
and subsequent bids are unlinkable at least in case of honest implementation of
software/hardware components.

The public key in the group signature scheme [1] is (n, a, a0, y = gx, g, h),
where n is an RSA modulus, and a, a0, g, h are quadratic residues (i.e., numbers
being squares) randomly selected from Z∗n. Each bidder bi possesses a mem-
bership certi�cate [Bi, ei] such that axia0 = Bei

i mod n for some exponent xi,
which is kept secret by the bi. When a bid m is being submitted, the bidder (or
more precisely, a hardware or software on his behalf) chooses w, r1, r2, r3, r4 at
random and computes his group signature for m:

1. T1 = Biy
w mod n, T2 = gw mod n, T3 = geihw mod n,

2. d1 = T1/(ar2yr3) mod n, d2 = T r1
2 /(gr3) mod n,

d3 = gr4 mod n, d4 = gr1hr4 mod n,
3. c = H(

g||h||y||a0||a||T1||T2||T3||d1||d2||d3||d4||m
)
,

4. s1 = r1 − c(ei − 2ξ1), s2 = r1 − c(xi − 2λ1),
s3 = r3 − ceiw, s4 = r4 − cw,

where ξ1, λ1 are some constants. Note that s1, s2, s3, s4 are calculated in Z. The
bid m and the signature

(c, s1, s2, s3, s4, T1, T2, T3) (13)
are sent to the auctioneer for veri�cation, and next to the bulletin board. The
veri�cation makes use of congruences:

d1 =
(
ac
0T

(s1−c2ξ1 )
1

)/(
as2−c2λ1

ys3

)
mod n, d2 =

(
T s1−c2ξ1

2

)/
(gs3) mod n,

d3 = T c
2 gs4 mod n, d4 = T c

3 gs1−c2ξ1
hs4 mod n,

(14)
and might be performed by anyone.

The scheme concerned is perfect for an attack on software implementation.
Let

yM = gxM mod n

be the Mallet's public key. Note that to set up the key Mallet does not need to
know the factorization of n. Let contaminated bidder's software choose w for T2

uniformly at random. Let
r′j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4,

be exponents produced by pseudorandom number generator R on the seed
yw

M mod n. The software adds some k-bit values ∆j (for �xed k ∈ {30, . . . , 40})
to the exponents, i.e.,

rj := r′j + ∆j ,
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and then uses these rj in points 4 and 4 of signature generation.
Mallet takes signature (13) from the bulletin board, and calculates d1, d2,

d3, d4 by (14). Next he calculates r′j from R(
(T2)xM mod n

)
, and gets

g∆4 = d3/gr′4 mod n

at �rst. Using the Shank's Baby Step Giant Step algorithm [25] he calculates
∆4 in a number of multiplications bounded by 2

k
2 +1. Hence he gets r4. In a

similar way he calculates ∆1, r1 from d4, then ∆3, r3 from d2, and �nally ∆2,
r2 from d1. Having rj he immediately obtains w from s4, next Bi from T1

and ei, xi from s3, s2 correspondingly. As a result, Mallet gets all necessary
data to forge bidder's group's member signature. Moreover, all bids of bidder bi

might be linked now, hence a pro�le of bi might be made. On top of that, in
(∆1||∆2||∆3||∆4) the bidder's software might transfer at least 120 bits of any
interesting data, for example bidder's real ID. Notice that all this might be done
with a single bid.

In fact, the above procedure is an attack on group signatures from [1].
The same method of deploying Shank's algorithm might be applied against

a sealed bid auction scheme from [8], where public values of so called V ΣS
signatures are broadcasted by a bidder to auction servers.

5. Conclusions

To eliminate any possibility of a covert channel, the output should be entirely
veri�able for device's owner, while simultaneously completely unpredictable for
others, including the manufacturer. For a method meeting these expectations we
refer the reader to [2, Sect. V].
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APPENDIX � Types of auctions

In general, a few main types of electronic auctions might be distinguished,
below we follow the description from [28].
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Figure 1. Classi�cation of electronic auction schemes.

Usually in an auction protocol we have three roles: a bidder, a seller, and
an auctioneer. In a single auction there is one seller and many buyers, whereas
in double auction there are many sellers. In a sealed bid auction bidders simul-
taneously submit their bids so that the bids remain hidden until the bidding
period is closed. In an open auction the bids are known to all bidders yet in
the bidding period. In ascending auctions the price starts low and competing
bidders are pushing up the price until nobody is ready to bid higher or until
the bidding period is closed. In descending auction the price starts high and is
reduced successively.

A Vickrey auction [31] is a sealed bid auction in which a bidder o�ering the
highest price wins and pays the second highest bid. An (M +1)st price auction is
a generalization of the previous one: there are M units for sale, hence M bidders
o�ering the highest bids win and pay the (M + 1)st highest bid (thus a Vickrey
auction is exactly an (M + 1)st price auction with M = 1). An English auction
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is an open bid, �rst price auction. Due to open bids the �rst price usually does
not di�er much from the second one. In a Dutch auction the auctioneer starts at
a high price and announces successively lower prices. The �rst bidder to bid wins
and pays the current price at the time he bids. A Continuous Double Auction
(CDA) is an open bid auction where both sellers and buyers submit bids for the
sale and purchase of a single commodity.
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